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Preface

Investigations of the heating of the corona and the acceleration of the solar wind are two of the prime scienti�c goals
in studying the solar upper atmosphere with the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory �SOHO� of ESA and NASA� The
telescope and spectrometer Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation SUMER�� one of the twelve scienti�c
instruments aboard SOHO� was designed for spectroscopic studies of the solar chromosphere� transition region� and
low corona with emphasis on the dynamics in these regions� However� the imaging capabilities of SUMER also led to
a wealth of observations on the morphology of the solar atmosphere� The aim of this publication is to present these
images in a systematic way � without a detailed scienti�c evaluation � in atlas form� All images were obtained by a
scanning process of the SUMER slit spectrograph across the solar disk and its near environment� This volume contains
most of the full�Sun images exposed by SUMER during the SOHO mission� and the coronal�hole observations obtained
by this instrument during the �Whole�Sun Month� in August and September ����� In addition� it provides an overview
of the SUMER project� Additional partial images of large and small areas of the Sun are available� but are not included
in this volume�

The SUMER instrument has been proposed� developed and operated by the SUMER Investigators�
K� Wilhelm� MPAE�� Germany PI until �	 February ������ P� Lemaire� IAS� France� W� Curdt� MPAE� Germany
PI since � March ������ U� Sch�uhle� MPAE� Germany� E� Marsch� MPAE� Germany� A�I� Poland� GSFC� USA� S�D�
Jordan� GSFC� USA� R�J� Thomas� GSFC� USA� D�M� Hassler� HAO now at SwRI�� USA� M�C�E� Huber� SSD�ESTEC�
The Netherlands� J��C� Vial� IAS� France� M� K�uhne� PTB� Germany� O�H�W� Siegmund� SSL� USA� A�H� Gabriel� IAS�
France� J�G� Timothy� CSSA now at Nightsen�� USA� and M� Grewing� AIT� Germany�

Scienti�c advice during all phases of the project has been provided by a group of Associated Scientists�
J� Aboudarham� B� Aschenbach� W�I� Axford� J� Barnstedt� F� Bely�Dubau� K� Bocchialini� V� Bommier� P� Brekke�
N� Brynildsen� M� Carlsson� J� Chae� J�L� Culhane� I�E� Dammasch� C�R� de Boer� J�P� Delaboudini�ere� C� Diesch�
G�A� Doschek� J�G� Doyle� J� Dubau� B�N� Dwivedi� G� Einaudi� U� Feldman� A� Fludra� B�H� Foing� P� Goutte�
broze� V�H� Hansteen� R�A� Harrison� E� Haug� H�F� Haupt� P� Heinzel� J� Hollandt� D�E� Innes� W��H� Ip� C� Jordan�
P�G� Judge� F�P� Keenan� O� Kjeldseth�Moe� B� Kliem� F� Kneer� T�A� Kucera� J�M� Laming� J� Lang� K�R� Lang�
B� Leroy� O� von der L�uhe� P� Maltby� J�T� Mariska� M� Mathioudakis� T�G� Moran� H�E� Mason� R�W�P� McWhirter�
P� Mein� F� Millier� K� Norman� J�H� Parkinson� H� Peter� E�R� Priest� A�K� Richter� H� Rosenbauer� S� Sahal� D� Samain�
B� Schmieder� J�H�M�M� Schmitt� M� Sch�ussler� R� Schwenn� G�M� Simnett� W�T� Thompson� G� Tondello� J� Tr�umper�
V�M� Vasyliunas� O� Vilhu� and H�P� Warren�

The design� development� quali�cation� and operation of the SUMER instrument have been carried out or supported
by an Engineering and Management Team�
A� Arondel� S�J� Battel� L� Bemmann� H��M� Bock� R� Bodmer� R� Boucarut� P� Boutry� P� Bouyries� H��J� Braun�
I� B�uttner� A� Dannenberg� W� Donakowski� D� Dumont� M�L� Edgar� W� Engelhardt� H��G� Engelmann� K� Eu�
lig� P� Fahlbusch� A� Fischer� E� Frank� G�A� Gaines� D� Germerott� D� Gigas� K� Gr�abig� W� Grill� M�A� Gummin�
J�W� Hamilton� H� Hartwig� E� Hertzberg� J� Hoberman� G� Hoch� J� Hollis� J� Hull� P�N� Jelinsky� S�R� Jelinsky�
P� Jensen� M�D� Jhabvala� H�G� Kellner� K� Kellner� E� Keppler� R�A� Keski�Kuha� E� Korzac� K� Lattner� D�B� Levi�
ton� J� Linant� Y� Longval� T� Magoncelli� C� Maroney� C� Maurel� R� Meller� N� Morisset� N� Mosquet� N� Neisen�
C� Neu� W� Neumann� J�F� Osantowski� I� Pardowitz� A� Pauly� W� Paustian� E� Petit� J� Platzer� K� Poser� R� Ra�anti�
W� Reich� T� Rodriguez�Bell� T�T� Saha� T�P� Sasseen� H� Schild� R� Schmidt� H� Sch�uddekopf� I� Schwarz� H� Specht�
E� Steinmetz� J�M� Stock� U� Strohmeyer� W� Tappert� S� T�opfer� J�L� Tom� G� Tomasch� J�V� Vallerga� B� Wand�
L� Wang� B�Y� Welsh� and G� Wright�

The work of many industrial contractors was essential in designing and manufacturing most of the sub�systems of
SUMER and its 
ight and ground software�

During the operational phase� SUMER observations� have been obtained by members of the core teams listed above
as Weekly Planners� a task that was also performed by�
T�A� Ayres� K�P� Dere� G�H� Fisher� E� Landi� D�W� Longcope� K� Muglach� F� Paletou� I� R�uedi� and J�F� Seely�

�The full names of the a�liations are included in the list of abbreviations�
�All SUMER data acquired are in the public domain and can be obtained from the SOHO Archive

�http���soho�nascom�nasa�gov�data�catalogues�main�html� or from the SUMER Image Database
�http���www�linmpi�mpg�de�english�projekte�sumer�FILE�SumerEntryPage�html��
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Scienti�c Background

The solar upper atmosphere is de�ned as the region spanning the range from Te � � � ��� K to � � ��� K in electron
temperature� This region is composed of structures of di�erent shapes� sizes� temperatures and lifetimes� and is in a
constant state of change� In order to understand fully the properties of these structures and the means by which they
are maintained� high�resolution monochromatic images are needed covering the entire temperature domain of the solar
upper atmosphere� To image plasma within a narrow temperature range� it is required to detect emission from a single
line formed in the range of interest� Unfortunately� most of the solar spectral regions are crowded with lines that are
emitted by plasmas of di�erent temperatures� A review of solar ultraviolet observations with emphasis on spectral line
identi�cations has recently been published by Wilhelm ������

A spectroheliograph was the �rst instrument that succeeded in recording high�resolution monochromatic solar images
Zirin� ������ Its original design incorporated a telescope and a spectrograph that operated as a monochromator� i�e�
in addition to an entrance slit� the spectrograph contained a movable slit that could be tuned to a desired wavelength�
The alignment between the two instruments was such that the entrance slit of the spectrograph was placed at the focal
plane of the telescope� By moving the solar image across the slit of the spectrograph and by synchronizing this motion
with the movement across the exit slit of a photographic plate an image of the Sun in a single spectral line could be
produced� Such a spectroheliograph turned out to be a very e�cient� although slow� instrument for recording images of
the solar atmosphere at any wavelength within its operational range�

The time required to record a solar image could obviously be reduced signi�cantly by replacing the high�resolution
spectrograph with a narrow�band �lter that is capable of transmitting a selected spectral line or a group of lines while
blocking the rest� An instrument that comes close to ful�lling this imaging requirement is a telescope equipped with
a high�quality birefringent �lter Evans� ������ These devices are very e�cient at wavelengths that are not absorbed
by the �lter components� Unfortunately� the bright spectral lines emitted by the solar plasma have wavelengths with
� � ���� �A and thus are absorbed by such �lters�

Despite the many emission lines of the solar spectrum� there are several spectral windows� mostly in the extreme
ultraviolet EUV�� where� under normal solar conditions� one or two bright lines dominate the emission in a narrow
wavelength range ���� � ������ The most prominent among these are the ��� �A band dominated by the He ii
resonance lines� the ��� �A band dominated by Fe ix and Fex lines� the ��� �A band dominated by Fexii lines� and the
�	� �A band dominated by a Fexv line� These spectral windows can be observed with the help of multilayer optics Walker
et al�� ��		�� The iron bands in general are fairly adequate for imaging solar plasmas in the 	� ��� K � Te � �� ��� K
range� whereas the ��� �A band is used to image 	 � ��� K solar plasmas� Due to the �nite widths of the wavelength
pass bands� the solar images obtained with telescopes equipped with multilayer mirrors are also not free from problems�
This is because lines and free�free emission� which are emitted by other temperature regimes and are suppressed under
normal conditions� can become quite strong in many cases� Examples are the Sixi resonance line in the ��� �A band� or
the Fexxiv and Caxvii resonance lines in the ��� �A band� which become increasingly more intense as the solar activity
increases�

At the short end of the spectrum� the spectral lines are generally ordered according to their formation temperature
de�ned in Section ����� As the temperatures of the plasma increase� the wavelengths of the emitted lines in general
become shorter and shift towards the X�ray regime� Grazing�incidence telescopes equipped with several �lters� each
transmitting a slightly di�erent pass band� are frequently used to image the very hot coronal plasmas of the Sun with
Te � �� ��� K�

Techniques employing narrow�band �lters� however� fail to generate images with the desired spectroscopic quality
that are needed to reveal the morphological properties of solar upper atmosphere and� in particular� those in the range
of Te � � � ��� K to � � ��� K� SUMER is the �rst instrument that succeeded in imaging this important domain in
detail� As with a traditional spectroheliograph� images could be produced with a very high spectral purity at many
wavelengths although at a fairly slow cadence�

�
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CHAPTER �� INTRODUCTION �

��� The SOHO Mission

SOHO is dedicated to furthering our understanding of the solar interior� the solar atmosphere and the solar wind� To
accomplish these goals� the spacecraft carries a set of twelve instruments designed to make measurements throughout
the electromagnetic spectrum� as well as detecting solar particles at all energies� The SOHO payload contains several
instruments to measure surface oscillations using the Doppler e�ect as well as irradiance or radiance changes� These
observations must be made during long uninterrupted time intervals� this requirement is met by placing the spacecraft
at the inner Sun�Earth Lagrange point L��� where the gravitational forces of the Sun and the Earth together with
the centrifugal force cancel each other� All other SOHO instruments also bene�t from such a continuous view of the
Sun� The SOHO spacecraft shown in Figure ��� consists of a payload module accommodating the scienti�c instruments�
and a service module carrying the spacecraft systems and the solar arrays� It is stabilized in three axes and is pointed
towards the Sun with an accuracy of better than ��� in time intervals of �� min ��� � ��	� � ���� rad corresponds to
approximately ��� km on the Sun��

SOHO was launched on � December ���� and was injected into a halo orbit around L�� about ������� km sunwards
from the Earth in early ����� This orbit has a period of � �	� d� Although SOHO was designed for a lifetime of two
years� an extension of several years is still in progress at the time of writing this report� The spacecraft 
ight operations
support activities are centred at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center GSFC�� Contact with the spacecraft is achieved
by using the Deep Space Network DSN�� Data are transmitted in real time to the ground or to the spacecraft tape
recorder� which is played back at the start of contact periods� The data are passed to the Experimenters� Operations
Facility EOF�� The payload instruments are controlled by the experiment teams and allow interactive as well as routine
operations to be carried out in near�real time cf� Fleck et al�� ����� St�Cyr et al�� ����� Fleck and  Svestka� ������

��� The SUMER Instrument

The SUMER instrument is capable of recording high�resolution spectra of lines and the continua in the ��� �A to ���� �A
wavelength range � �A � ��� nm�� It is primarily a high�resolution stigmatic slit spectrograph for a technical description
see Chapter ��� but is also equipped with sophisticated imaging capabilities� In order to obtain an image of the solar disk
at a particular wavelength� the image of the Sun is stepped with the help of a telescope mechanism across the slit in the
east�west or west�east direction while one of the two�dimensional detectors records the spectral radiance in the desired
wavelength range� With SOHO in its nominal attitude� the SUMER instrument is oriented such that its slit� which can
be selected from a set of four� is aligned along the solar north�south direction� but during SOHO roll man!uvres� which
were carried out from time to time� other orientations have been attained cf� Dammasch et al�� ����a��

Figure ���� A drawing of the SOHO spacecraft showing the service and the payload modules with the locations of the
scienti�c instruments mentioned in this atlas� The spacecraft is stabilized in three axes and is permanently pointing to
the centre of the solar disk�
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As the solar image is moved relative to the slit from limb to limb in the east�west direction a slice of the solar disk is
imaged corresponding to the length of the slit� When such a scan is completed� the solar image can be raised or lowered
to the proper distance in the north�south direction by a second telescope mechanism� before another east�west scan is
executed� Since the solar disk as seen from SOHO corresponds to approximately three million seconds of arc squared
and the ��� � ����� wide slit covers only three hundred seconds of arc squared at any one instant� a minimum of ��� steps
are needed to produce a full�resolution Sun image� Depending on the integration time at each step� it may take several
hours to more than a day to record such an image�

These unique imaging capabilities� for the �rst time� revealed morphological details of the quiet�Sun� coronal�hole�
and� to a lesser extent� active�region plasmas ranging in electron temperatures from Te � � � ��� K continuum� Si i
line� to Te � ���� ��� K Fexii line� cf� Table �����

��� Solar Observations

This atlas of SUMER images is the �rst collection ever published of solar upper�atmosphere images in spectral lines or
continuum radiation� at spatial resolutions approaching ���� that spans the temperature range from the chromosphere to
the corona� Most of the images presented in this volume were recorded in radiation emitted by the brightest lines in the
��� �A to ���� �A SUMER range� For a list of lines observed by SUMER on the solar disk and the corona see Curdt et
al� ����� ����� and Feldman et al� ������ Table ��� summarizes some of the properties of the spectral lines in which
the images were obtained� and Figure ��� displays in the upper panel a� the ionic fractions of the radiating ions� and in
the lower panel b� the normalized contribution functions versus the electron temperature under ionization equilibrium
conditions� The temperature at which a contribution function peaks is usually referred to as the formation temperature�
TF� of a spectral line�

Since the images presented in the atlas were recorded during ����� when the solar magnetic activity cycle was at
minimum� most of the solar surface during the observations was covered by quiet�Sun and coronal�hole regions� but
some of the images also include weak centres of activity� Interestingly� although the areas of activity� when present� were
small� their e�ect on surrounding regions was profound�

The programme that generated the full�Sun images was initialized by aligning the telescope mirror to an o��limb
south�east region� With the ��� � ����� slit in place� the spectrometer optics were adjusted such that the spectral
information from a desired wavelength band would be imaged on the detector� A ����� wide strip was then rastered by
moving the solar image across the aperture in equal step sizes and integration times along the east�west direction� At
the completion of the �rst raster the solar image was shifted in the north�south direction by � ����� and a second strip
was rastered in reversed direction� The procedure was repeated eight times until the entire solar area was imaged in

Figure ���� a� Ionic fractions after Mazzotta et al�� ���	� and b� normalized contribution functions of relevant emission
lines except H i and Si i�� Note the long high�temperature tails of the Li�like ions C��� N��� Ne��� and Mg��� The
dashed�dotted horizontal line at one third was used to de�ne the contribution temperatures in Table ��� cf� Feldman�
Dammasch " Wilhelm� ������
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Table ���� A list of emission lines and continua with wavelengths� atoms or ions� spectroscopic designations and con�
tribution temperatures related to the images displayed in this atlas� The formation temperatures of the lines increase
from top to bottom�

Line� Wavelengtha� Species Spectroscopic designation Temperatureb� Formation
continuum ���A Tc�K� TB�K temperature� TF�K
Continuum ���� H	#Bbc � ����
Continuum ���� Si	#Bbd � ����
Continuum ���� S	#Bbe� � ����
Continuum 	��f H	 � ����
Si i �������� Si	 �s��p� �P� � �s�p� �S� � ���� ���

Fe ii ������	� Fe� �d� �F��� � �d��p �F��� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

H i ����	�� H	 �s �S��� � �p �P������� ��� to ����� ��� ��	� ���

C i �������� C	 �s��p� �D� � �s��p�d �F� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

S ii �������	g S� �s��p� �S��� � �s�p� �P��� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

Si ii �������� Si� �s�p� �D��� � �p� �D��� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

He i �	����� He	 �s� �S	 � �s�p �P� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

C iii ������� C�� �s� �S	 � �s�p �P� ��� to ����� ��� 	��� ���

C iv ���	���� C�� �s �S��� � �p �P��� ��	 to ����� ��� ���� ���

Sv �	���	 S�� �s� �S	 � �s�p �P� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

O iv �	����� O�� �s��p �P��� � �s�p� �D��� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

O iv ������� O�� �s��p �P��� � �s�p� �D��� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

Nv ���	�	�� N�� �s �S��� � �p �P��� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

Svi �����	 S�� �s �S��� � �p �P��� ��� to ��	�� ��� ���� ���

Svi ������ S�� �s �S��� � �p �P��� ��� to ��	�� ��� ���� ���

Ov ������� O�� �s� �S	 � �s�p �P� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

Neviii ������	h Ne�� �s �S��� � �p �P��� ��	 to 	���� ��� ���� ���

Mgx �������i Mg�� �s �S��� � �p �P��� ��� to ����� ��� ���� ���

Fexii ��������i Fe��� �s��p� �S��� � �s��p� �P��� ��� to ��	�� ��� ���� ���

a After Kelly ������ unless indicated di�erently� The wavelengths will be given in round numbers in the remainder of the text�
b The contribution and formation temperatures of the lines have been obtained from Figure ��� �except for H i and Si i	 which

require a special treatment�� The data for the atomic lines have to be considered as rough estimates	 in particular in optically

thick cases� The continuum entries refer to brightness temperatures�
c The radiation in this band is composed of the �

� �A photospheric continuum �black body Bb� and the second order ��
 �A

H i free�bound Lyman continuum�
d This radiation is composed of the ���� �A photospheric continuum and the Si i free�bound continuum�
e Although some photospheric continuum may be present	 most of the contribution comes from the S i continuum�
f The radiation in this band is dominated by the H i free�bound Lyman continuum�
g After Pettersen �������
h After Dammasch et al� �����b��
i After Dammasch et al� �����c��

this boustropheidon manner� The individual rastered strips were arranged such that overlapped regions of � ���� were
obtained in adjacent sections� On � March and �� June ����� the He i images were recorded with a slightly modi�ed
observing programme�

Almost all full�disk images were taken on detector A� The only exceptions are the H i Ly� and Svi images recorded
between �� September and � October see Table ���� that were imaged on detector B� All images at wavelengths shorter
than ��� �A were recorded in second order of the grating di�raction� An orthogonal coordinate system centred on the
solar disk was used with #x in the west direction and #y directed towards north�



Chapter �

Technical Description of SUMER

��� Concepts

The SUMER optical elements are made of silicon carbide SiC� substrates with a polished coating of chemical vapour
deposited CVD� SiC� which is a fairly good re
ector for radiation with wavelengths between ��� �A to ���� �A� From
the optical diagram of SUMER in Figure ���� it can be seen that each photon recorded by SUMER is re
ected by three
normal�incidence telescope� collimator� and grating� and one grazing�incidence plane scan mirror� SiC surfaces before
reaching the detector� As the wavelength of the radiation approaches ��� �A from the long�wavelength side� the re
ective
properties of the SUMER optics rapidly decrease� Thus� only a few of the brightest lines with wavelengths shorter than
��� �A are visible in second order� The third�order responsivity of the SUMER grating is comparable to that of the
second�order responsivity� As a result� about half a dozen third�order lines are also present�

Each step can be any multiple of the basic increment of �������� The integration time at each step is typically a few
seconds to a few tens of seconds� Rastering can be executed in two di�erent ways� a� the slit moves to the new position
in one step normal step mode�� or b� is shifted in increments of ������� across the selected step width with fractional
sampling times at the intermediate positions smear�step mode�� All images in this atlas except the images of January
���� C iii� in Section ��� and those of the Whole�Sun Month described in Section ��� have been exposed in smear�step

Figure ���� Optical diagram of SUMER� The structural elements of the optical bench� which also provide both cleanliness
protection and thermal control functions� are not shown�

�
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CHAPTER �� TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF SUMER �

mode� Further details of the SUMER instrument and its modes of operation are described by Wilhelm et al� ����a� b��
In two later papers� accounts of the actual performance of SUMER under operational conditions are provided Wilhelm
et al�� ����a� Lemaire et al�� ������

��� The Telescope

The telescope mirror is an o��axis paraboloid� which can image any area within a total dynamic �eld of view of
��� � ��� around the Sun on the spectrograph entrance slit� The mean angular solar diameter as seen from SOHO is
� ����� Some important telescope parameters are� a focal length of ������� mm� an aperture stop area of � cm� �� cm�
an equivalent f�number of ������ and a plate scale in the slit plane of ����� �m����

��� The Rear Slit Camera

The Rear Slit Camera RSC� monitors the slit image in the di�racted beam of the visible portion of the solar spectrum
near ���� �A�� Although an internal alignment problem prevented the observation of the directly di�racted light� a
re
ected image could be seen by the RSC� This allows the SUMER team to perform all the alignment and focussing
activities foreseen� including the observations of the solar limb and sunspots Wilhelm et al�� ����a� Lemaire et al��
������

��� The Spectrograph

The SUMER spectrograph consists of a selectable entrance slit� a second o��axis paraboloidal mirror the collimator��
which collimates the radiation leaving the slit� a 
at mirror the scan mirror�� which de
ects the beam onto the grating�
a concave grating in a Wadsworth con�guration Wadsworth� �	��� and two detectors� The optical elements of the
spectrograph produce a stigmatic image of the selected slit on the detector such that each spatial pixel of a spectral
line corresponds to a distinct section of the solar atmosphere of approximately ��� in angular size seen along the line of
sight� During observations� one of the following four slit sizes can be selected� ��� � ������ ��� � ������ ��� � ������ and
����� � ������ The ����� slits can each be positioned at three di�erent detector locations� Some important spectrograph
parameters are� wavelength ranges from ��� �A to 	�� �A in second order limited by normal�incidence re
ections at short
wavelengths� and from ��� �A to ���� �A in �rst order� a collimator focal length of ������ mm� a grating ruling of �������
lines per millimetre� and a grating radius of ������	 mm�

��� The Detectors

Both detectors� which are individually aligned with the focal surface of the grating� can alternatively be used to collect
stigmatic images of the slit� They are of the Cross Delay�Line XDL� type Siegmund et al�� ������ Detector A covers
the wavelength range from �	� �A to ���� �A in the �rst order of di�raction� while detector B covers the ��� �A to ���� �A
range in �rst order� Second�order lines are superimposed on the �rst�order spectrum� Each detector has a Micro�Channel
Plate MCP� array of ���� spectral� � ��� spatial� pixels ���� �m � ���� �m in average size�� and observes a spectral
window of � �� �A in �rst order at any one time� This can be telemetered to the ground in full� but� for the sake of
telemetry�rate economy� smaller spectral windows can be extracted as well� The window can be shifted across the full
wavelength range of the instrument with the help of the scan mirror� The angular scale of a detector pixel at 	�� �A is
������� while at ���� �A it is ������� A pixel corresponds to ���� m�A at 	�� �A and ���	 m�A at ���� �A in the �rst�order
spectrum�

The photocathode surfaces of the detectors are divided into a number of sections� Two small sections of � �� pixels
at both extremes of each photocathode are covered with grids that transmit only � �� $ of the incident radiation�
These attenuators are used to enable the observation of very bright emission lines� such as H i Ly �� while protecting
the detector from overexposure� The next � ��� pixels on both sides of the MCP are uncoated called �bare� MCP��
whereas the central � ��� pixels are coated with potassium bromide KBr�� The responsivity of this section is higher
than that of the bare parts over most of the �rst�order wavelength range� Therefore� a comparison of the signal of a
particular line recorded on the KBr photocathode with its response obtained from the bare part of the MCP can� in
most cases� unambiguously reveal if a line is seen in �rst or second order�

�The spectral pixel size of detector A is ���� �m�
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��� The Electronics

The Data Processing Unit DPU� is the central computer unit of the SUMER instrument� The DPU interfaces to
the following units� the XDL detectors A and B� the motor controllers driving the various mechanisms� i�e� the front
cover� the telescope pointing in east�west and in north�south directions� the slit selection� the slit focus� the grating
scan� and the grating focus� the RSC� the power converter� and the spacecraft� The DPU performs the following basic
tasks� switching the power of all SUMER systems� instructing the motor controllers� controlling the XDL detectors A
and B� accumulating the detector data in the Image Integration Memories IIM�� controlling the RSC and collecting
its images� storing image data acquired by the IIMs and the RSC� acquiring housekeeping data� transferring image and
housekeeping data to the spacecraft for transmission� receiving telecommands from the spacecraft� handling of time
signals� and performing fault analysis on itself and the systems connected�

The IIMs are the data collection units of the XDL detectors� They accumulate the data stream coming from the active
detector� Two IIM units allow the collecting of input data signals without any time gaps� while one IIM accumulates
the data� the other one can be read out� They can be erased while the data are transferred to the mass memory with a
capacity of �� ��� bytes�

��� Software and SUMER Command Language

The software to be executed by the DPU consists of functional packages in several layers� boot controller programme�
main programmes� telemetry� telecommand� housekeeping� observational programmes written in SUMER Command
Language SCL�� submodes and special functions� and hardware interfacing software�

An observer can either call up one of the available Pre�de�ned Operational Programmes POP� or has to prepare a
special observational sequence in SCL code� The latter sequence is called a User�De�ned Programme UDP�� The SCL
is a problem�oriented programming language� It was designed to satisfy the requirements of the SUMER measurement
tasks� The source code of a UDP written in SCL is converted to a computer�independent metacode� This code can be
loaded to the DPU and executed by an on�board interpreter� The POPs reside permanently in the DPU� One of them
is the POP that generates the full�Sun images� POPs can be called up with speci�c parameters� such as wavelength and
step width� The alphanumeric symbols used to express the elements of the SCL language are derived from the �C� and
the �OCCAM� programming languages�

��	 Radiometric Ground Calibration

The instrument was radiometrically calibrated against the Berlin Electron Storage ring for SYnchrotron radiation
BESSY I� as a primary source standard with the help of a transfer source standard based on a hollow�cathode discharge
lamp� An assessment of the accuracy for the spectral range from �	� �A to ���� �A reliably calibrated in the laboratory��
gave relative standard uncertainties of approximately �� $ Hollandt et al�� ������ A thorough cleanliness programme
at instrument and spacecraft levels� speci�cally aimed at chemical contamination control� resulted in an excellent radio�
metric stability of the normal�incidence optical system as well as of the detectors Sch�uhle� ����� Sch�uhle et al�� ���	�
Thomas� ������

Although it is not relevant in the context of this catalogue� it should be mentioned for completeness that the
polarization sensitivity of the critical elements of the SUMER optics was measured at the Super Anneau de Collision
d�Orsay SUPERACO� positron storage ring to be between � ��� and ��� Hassler et al�� ������



Chapter �

Performance during Solar Observations

��� Spatial Resolution

The spatial resolution of SUMER is determined by the point spread function PSF� of the telescope� the width of the
active slit� the step width� the pixel size of the detectors� and the stability of the pointing of both SOHO and SUMER
in combination with the sampling time per pointing position Wilhelm et al�� ����b�� The PSF of the telescope was
measured in the laboratory to be ����� full�width at half maximum FWHM�� The angular pixel size depends somewhat
on the wavelength� but is close to ������� Wilhelm et al�� ����a�� During the early observations from SOHO� the smallest
solar structures found along the slit were ��� FWHM� and ����� FWHM� perpendicular to the slit when scanning the
narrowest slit of ����� with the smallest step width of ������� Lemaire et al�� ������ These data con�rm the basic
instrumental capabilities� as can be seen in Figure ���� The actual spatial resolution achieved for a speci�c image�
however� has to be evaluated individually�

��� Spectral Resolution

The spectral resolution� although one of the most important parameters of the SUMER spectrograph� is not very critical
in the context of this atlas� which is focussed on the morphology of the solar atmosphere� The spectral resolution
elements determined by the grating and the detector pixel size are � �� m�A in �rst order and � �� m�A in second order
of di�raction� They are adequate to resolve most of the important bright emission lines in the SUMER wavelength
range� and thus allowed us to produce �pure� solar images in many spectral lines� To demonstrate this point� we have
calculated average spectral pro�les for the emission lines used in this work� They are displayed in Figures ��� to ���� The
average spectral radiances� L�� are given in instrumental units in these diagrams� They can be converted into physical
units with the help of the calibration factors provided in each of the panels� These factors have been determined with
the SUMER radiometric calibration programme cf� Section ���� for the central wavelengths of the lines�

Note that the widths of these pro�les are broadened relative to single�pixel pro�les by averaging over the slit length
and all positions on the Sun� Shown by bars above the pro�les are the wavelength ranges in those cases in which the
spectral integration over the emission lines has been performed after transmission of the data to the ground in Figures ���
and ����� These ranges have also been used for the calculation of the radiances and irradiances in Sections ��� and ����
In Figures ��� and ���� wavelength ranges covering �� spectral pixels are shown in each panel for those windows that
were integrated on board� The spectra displayed in these �gures have been taken from the related studies carried out
before or after the full�Sun images were exposed�

It should be mentioned that the limited telemetry rate available for SUMER only allowed relatively slow scan rates
and thus very long total durations for a complete image of the solar disk� with spectral information� In the interest of
faster scans� the spectral integration was therefore performed on board in some cases�

For the sake of completeness� it must be mentioned that line shifts and broadenings can be measured with sub�pixel
resolution� For instance� a line�of�sight velocity sensitivity of � � km s�� has been obtained Dammasch et al�� ����b�
Hassler et al�� ������ which corresponds to � ��� pixel�

��� Thermal Stability

Since the beginning of March ����� the temperature sensors of the telescope�spectrograph compartment are controlled
to within �T � ����� K� and no further drift of the optical system caused by thermal e�ects has been observed so
far� But even these small quasi�periodic temperature variations lead to alignment o�sets� which have to be taken into
account in some critical cases cf� Dammasch et al�� ����b� Rybak et al�� ������
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Figure ���� Observations of the quiet Sun in the Ovi ���� �A line on �� January ����� The area displayed has an angular
extension of ����� � ����� and a size of ��� Mm� ��� Mm� It is situated near the centre of the solar disk�

��� In
ight Radiometric Calibration

In order to establish a radiometric characterization in spectral ranges at wavelengths shorter and longer than could be
covered on the ground� we compared line�radiance ratios measured on the solar disk with the results of atomic physics
calculations� We also evaluated SUMER stellar observations and obtained radiometric information with the help of
the International Ultraviolet Explorer �IUE� and Hubble Space Telescope �HST� standard stars Wilhelm et al�� ����b�
Hollandt et al�� ���	� Sch�uhle et al�� ������ The IUE data agreed with SUMER observations near ���� �A� where
both instruments overlap in their wavelength ranges� Comparisons with the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer CDS�
on SOHO Harrison et al�� ����� and with the Solar�Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment SOLSTICE� on the
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite �UARS� Rottman et al�� ����� have also been performed successfully Pauluhn
et al�� ����a� b� ����� Wilhelm et al�� ����a��

In a comparison between a coronal spectrum obtained by SUMER and the CHIANTI database� Landi et al� �����
found that the observed ratio of the Sixii lines at ��� �A and ��� �A agrees very well with the theoretical predictions�
Moreover� there is no evidence for any other gross inaccuracy in the full SUMER wavelength range�

When applying the spectral responsivity functions to solar measurements� it is necessary to take into account the exact
slit dimensions and the vignetting e�ects of �eld stops as well as the di�raction at the slits� This can be accomplished
by applying the SUMER calibration programme radiometry�pro� This programme can be found in the software tree
of Solarsoft at http���soho�nascom�nasa�gov�solarsoft�soho�sumer�idl�contrib�wilhelm�rad��

It is under con�guration control Wilhelm et al�� ������ The relative uncertainties in the central wavelength range
are �� $ for detector A and �� $ for detector B before the attitude loss of SOHO in ���	� After the recovery larger
uncertainties of �� $ and �� $� respectively� have to be expected�
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Figure ���� Pro�les of spectral lines for which full�Sun
images are available with complete spectral information�
The bars above the pro�les show the wavelength ranges
over which the spectral integrations were performed�
a� C iii ��� �A line� Calibration factors are� A to get
the spectral radiance� L�� in units of � W m��sr�� �A���
and B to get L� in photons per second� square metre�
steradian and �angstr%m� b� Neviii ��� �A in second
order�� c� C iv ���	 �A� and d� He i �	� �A in second
order��

Figure ���� Pro�les of a� O iv ��� �A� b� H i ��� �A note
the He ii Balmer �� line at ����� �A�� c� Svi ��� �A� and
d� Svi ��� �A blended with the Siviii ��� �A line� which
causes the relatively strong coronal radiation in the image
on page A����� Calibration factors as in Figure ����
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Figure ���� Pro�les of a� O iv �	� �A in second order��
b� Fe ii ���� �A� c� Sv �	� �A in second order�� and
d� Si i ���� �A�

Figure ���� Spectra transmitted during the Full�Sun
Month period cf� Section ���� with pro�les of a� Nv
���	 �A� b� Ov ��� �A in second order�� c� Fexii
���� �A� and d� Mgx ��� �A in second order�� with C i�
Si ii and S ii in �rst order� Calibration factors are given
for both orders�



Chapter �

Image Processing

All images presented on pages A�� to A���� of the atlas were rastered with SUMER slit No � ��� � ������� Spectrally
resolved images have been transmitted for four full�disk scans in C iii� Neviii� C iv� and He i see Figure ��� and
Section ����� and for the images of the Whole�Sun Month cf� Section ����� In the case of the Svi time series Section �����
the continuum level was subtracted before spectral integration on board�

In the atlas section showing selected images in full resolution� information about the spectral line� its wavelength� the
step width and the integration time are given at the top of the page� whereas the raster start time and the end� as well
as the corresponding solar east�west coordinates� x	 and x�� are given under each image together with the north�south
coordinate� y� of the slit centre� The detailed images are cut into halves to �t on the pages� The full�disk images are
arranged such that the centre of the solar disk is in the centre of the image� and the image extends from ������ east
to ������ west in solar coordinates� The spectral line� its wavelength� the raster step� and integration time are given at
the top of each page� At the bottom the start and end times are given� A few images were taken before the SOHO
and instrument commissioning phases had been completed� and were not correctly centred� Missing parts of the disk
due to this fact or due to data faults during the transmission to ground have been restored in grey shade up to the
chromospheric limb�

The relatively small spectral windows of �� pixels around C iii ��� �A and Neviii ��� �A are dominated by these
lines� and no background level could be established� On the other hand� the line He i �	� �A could be separated from the
surrounding continuum to produce a continuum image despite the small spectral window� A separate continuum image
could also be produced without di�culty from the wide spectral window of �� pixels around the C iv ���	 �A line� The
two images taken around 	�� �A and 	�� �A in the H i Lyman continuum were added to get a better signal�to�noise ratio�
Since their morphology was identical� no information was lost�

For a series of �fteen images �ve scans with three lines each� in June ����� three spatial pixels in the north�south
direction were binned on board Section ����� The spectral window around the Fe ii ���� �A line is blended with Si i and
a relatively strong continuum� and thus large corrections had to be applied� The Ov ��� �A line was originally blended
with Si i and Si ii� but this e�ect was removed by subtracting an image obtained in Si i multiplied with an appropriate
factor� The scan of �� June ���� was interrupted �� min before its completion� because a Joint Observational Programme
JOP� had been scheduled at that time� On �� June ����� the scan in He i �	� �A was performed three times� but the
�rst two scans were interrupted in the middle� because this observation was performed in support of a sounding rocket
calibration programme cf� Wilhelm� ����� and had to be synchronized with the rocket launch schedule�

Full�disk images were scanned in eight overlapping horizontal scans �swaths��� Most of them were obtained with
the full�Sun POP cf� Section ����� and were started in the south�east corner with an east�west scan� followed by a
west�east scan ����� further north� and so on� Only the He i full disks of � March and �� June ���� were produced with a
UDP� and were started in the north�east corner with an east�west scan� followed by a west�east scan ����� further south�
and so on�

To assemble the full�disk images from the eight swaths� the overlap was determined by means of a correlation
calculation� The overlap was then generally split into halves� taking one part from the northern and one part from the
southern image� To make the full�disk images look smoother at the borders of the swaths� the e�ect of solar rotation
was compensated on both sides of the borders as far as possible� One has to keep in mind though that these assembled
full�disk images never represent a snapshot of the whole Sun at a certain moment�

Between March and October ����� �� studies were run in which the full disk was rastered in the H i and Svi lines
with full spatial resolution see Section ����� Usually� the lines H i ��� �A� Svi ��� �A and Svi ��� �A were observed�
However� in the last few studies following � September ����� Svi ��� �A was replaced by H i Ly�� but this line is not
considered here� One study of the Svi time series that of �� May ����� was selected to be shown with full resolution in
Section ���� the study of �� June ���� had many data errors� and another one of �	 August ���� was interrupted in the
middle� The full�disk images of the remaining �� studies are displayed in two of the three spectral lines each� usually in
H i ��� �A and Svi ��� �A�

Between �� August ���� and � September ����� the Whole�Sun Month study was executed �� times by SUMER
in various solar locations northeast� northwest� southeast� southwest� polar coronal hole boundary� o� limb� streamer�
equatorial coronal hole� see Section ����� Each observation consists of an � ������ ����� scan with a raster step of width
����� and an exposure time of �� s� simultaneously taken and transmitted in four di�erent windows of �� spectral pixels

��
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each cf� Figure ����� The following data were selected� from the interval around ���� �A the Nv ���	 �A line� from
the interval around ���� �A the second order Ov line� from the interval around ���� �A the Fexii line and the ���� �A
continuum� and from the interval around ���� �A� two C i lines� the second order Mgx line� the Si ii line� and the S ii
line� The �rst interval contains some pixels with continuum radiation� but they are often in
uenced by the very strong
and dynamic Nv line at ���	 �A� The second interval also contains some continuum radiation and a Si i line� but both
are often a�ected by the strong and dynamic Ov line� The third interval contains parts of the Nv line at ���� �A� but
this line is not used� The Fexii line is weak and blended with several chromospheric lines� It can� however� be resolved
by subtracting the continuum multiplied with an appropriate factor� The continuum at ���� �A appears to be the purest
of all four intervals� The fourth interval contains two C i lines which were added for the images� the Si ii and S ii lines
are blended� but could be resolved by Gaussian �tting�

Thus� eight di�erent images � showing the Sun from the lower chromosphere at a temperature of � � ��� K to the
corona at ���� ��� K � could be created from each scan� On the top of each page� the start and end times of the scan
are given� as well as the solar coordinates� the relevant spectral information is stated next to each image�

For images transmitted in full spectral resolution� it had to be determined which part of the �� or �� pixels should be
used for the integration over the spectral range� As mentioned before� the selected intervals are marked with horizontal
lines in the spectral windows of Figures ��� and ���� The level of the continuum was then estimated and subtracted� The
deadtime and local�gain corrections were performed with the standard SUMER software� In the case of full disks that
were spectrally integrated on board a gain correction could not be performed� however� for the irradiance calculations in
Tables ��	 and ���� the gain correction was estimated� The 
at��eld corrections were performed with a method described
in Dammasch et al� ����b�� Minor data faults were eliminated by substituting the average values of neighbouring slit
images�



Chapter �

Description of Images

��� General Considerations

As outlined in Chapter �� the images displayed in the atlas on pages A�� to A���� are organized into four groups� The
�rst group consists of eleven full�Sun images recorded with spatial resolution elements of ������ � ������ ����� � ����� or
��		�� � ������ and integration times that varied between � s and �� s� Since it is not possible to resolve the �ne
morphological details that SUMER achieved with the naked eye when the high�resolution full�Sun images are plotted
at a diameter of �	 cm on a single atlas page� we also include the entire set of partial images from which the full�Sun
images were assembled� The second group includes �� full�Sun images of which several were recorded simultaneously
with spatial resolution elements of ��� � ���� The third group includes a time sequence of �� sets of simultaneously
recorded H i Ly� images� and those of Svi at ��� �A and ��� �A� generally with resolution elements of ����� � ������ The
last group includes �� sets of partial�Sun images of mostly coronal�hole boundaries in various solar locations� All images
have brief �gure captions providing the basic information for their identi�cation� The start of an east�west scan is at
xo� and x� is the stop coordinate� In the interest of an unambiguous identi�cation of the images� an internal reference
code is added in parentheses� which is of no further importance in the context of this atlas�

In studying the morphological properties of the SUMER images the following should be taken into consideration�

� Average sizes of quiet�region and coronal�hole structures spanning the �� ��� K to �� ��� K temperature range
are approximately ��� wide and ���� to ���� long� The lifetimes of these structures in general do not exceed �� min
Feldman� Dammasch " Wilhelm� ������ Together with the long acquisition times of full�Sun images mentioned
in Section ���� this leads to discontinuities along the interfaces between di�erent swaths� which can clearly be seen�
In active regions� the lifetimes of structures in the same temperature range are signi�cantly longer� Thus when
studying the SUMER quiet�region or coronal�hole images one would most likely �nd that shapes of structures
oriented along the north�south direction are sharper than those oriented in the east�west direction� This would be
the case in images where the raster speed� i�e� the step size divided by the integration time� was smaller than� say
�x��t � �������s�

� In quiet regions and coronal holes close to the centre of the Sun only small di�erences appear to exist between
images recorded in lines representative of the �� ��� K to �� ��� K temperature range� However� when observing
near the solar limb profound di�erences are present� This is also apparent when comparing the brightness of an
image as a function of Sun centre distances� In some images the limb brightening is much larger than in others�
Undoubtedly� the optical depth of the plasma for the line in which a particular image is formed is the main reason
for this behaviour� Calculated opacities and relevant parameters for many of the lines listed in Table ��� are
given in Table ���� The method used in calculating the opacities and the assumptions made regarding the plasma
properties are as follows�

The opacity� � � of the plasma in a spectral line can be determined from

� �

p
� e� fij �

�

me c�	 ��D
ng s ����

where e is the electron charge� fij is the oscillator strength� me the electron mass� c	 the vacuum speed of light�
� the transition wavelength� ��D the Doppler width� ng the ground�level population density� and s the length of
the plasma column along the line of sight Rybicki " Lightman� ������ ng can be expressed as

ng �
ng
ni

ni
nX

nX
nH

nH
ne

ne ����

where ni� nX� nH and ne are the ion� the element and the proton and electron number densities� Under typical
conditions in the solar upper atmosphere the values ni�nX � F Te� can be calculated and are taken here from
Arnaud " Rothen
ug ��	��� The elemental abundances nX�nH � AAb are taken from Grevesse " Sauval ���	��

��
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Table ���� Calculated opacities and relevant plasma parameters�

Spectral line He i Ov O iv Svi C iii Ovi Nv C iv
Wavelength� ���A �	� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���	 ���	
Oscillator strengtha� fij ���	 ���� ���� ����� ��	� ����� ����� ����
Electron temperature� Te���

� K� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��	 ���
Electron density� ne���

� cm��� �� ��� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ���
Elemental abundance� AAb���

�� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� ��	�� ����
Ionic fractionb� F Te� ��� ���� ���	 ���� ��	� ���� ���� ����
Level population� ng�ni ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
Doppler width� ��D��A ���� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���
Opacity for ��� km ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����

a Data are taken from Bar�Shalom	 Klapisch � Oreg �������
b Arnaud � Rothen�ug ����
��

and a good approximation for nH�ne is ��	� The ng�ni values are derived using the Hebrew University Lawrence
Livermore Atomic Code HULLAC� Bar�Shalom� Klapisch " Oreg� ������ In most cases� these values are close
to unity� but can deviate from this value for metastable levels�

Throughout the calculations we assumed that the plasmas in the � � ��� K to � � ��� K temperature range are
at a constant pressure of neTe � � � ���� K cm�� cf� Mariska� ������ we also assumed a constant ���� based
on a value� ��D� of ��� �A for the C iv ���	 �A line� For He i� however� we used a measured value� Because all the
lines in Table ��� are emitted by elements with high �rst�ionization potentials FIP�� their abundances in the solar
upper atmosphere are the same as in the photosphere�

� Boundaries between coronal�hole and quiet�Sun regions are easily observed in H i or He i images� The same
cannot be said about images that are observed in transition�region lines with typical formation temperatures of
����� K 	 TF 	 ����� K emitted by elements other than hydrogen and helium� Thus� when viewing the SUMER
images� attention should be paid to the excitation properties of the lines in which the images were formed� and�
in particular� to the ratio between the excitation energy of the line and the formation temperature of the ion�
Collisional cross�sections of spectral lines have a temperature dependence of the form T����

e exp&��E�k Te�'�
where �E is the excitation energy of the line� and k is the Boltzmann constant�

Whereas the He i line originates in plasmas having electron temperatures that typically do not exceed �� ��� K�
corresponding to k Te � ��� eV� the excitation energy of the �	� �A line is signi�cantly higher at �E � �� eV
resulting in a factor of �E�kTe � ��	� For the images produced by lines other than the chromospheric ones�
the excitation energies and formation temperatures are fairly close to each other� As examples may serve the
O iv �	� �A line that is typically emitted from a temperature of Te � ��� � ��� K �� eV� and has an excitation
energy of �� eV� resulting in �E�kTe � ���� and the Ov ��� �A line that is typically emitted from a plasma of
Te � ��� � ��� K � �� eV� and has an excitation energy of �� eV� resulting in �E�kTe � ����� For the He i
and H i images relatively small changes in temperature will thus cause large variations in brightness� whereas the
brightness in the other images will be signi�cantly less sensitive to temperature variations�

��� Full�Sun Images at Highest Spatial Resolution

This section of the atlas consists of a collection of eleven full�Sun images with step sizes of ������� ������� and ��		���
i�e� with multiple steps of three� four� or �ve basic widths cf� Section ����� recorded between �	 January ���� and
�� May ���� for a list of images� their acquisition dates� exposure times and step sizes see Table ����� The collection
includes two individually recorded images in the C iii ��� �A and Neviii ��� �A lines� three simultaneously recorded pairs
of images in the C iv ���	 �A line and the ���� �A continuum� in the O iv ��� �A line and the 	�� �A continuum� and in
the He i �	� �A line and the ���� �A continuum� In addition� it includes three simultaneously recorded images in the H i
��� �A Ly�� line� and in the Svi lines at ��� �A and ��� �A� The C iii image was exposed in normal�step mode� the other
images in smear�step mode�

It should be noted that the free�bound H i Ly continuum is the main contributor in the 	�� �A continuum band� It
should also be mentioned that the ��� �A window contains a blend of the Svi resonance line with a forbidden Siviii line
cf� Section ��� and Figure ���d for line pro�le information��
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Table ���� Full�Sun and partial images with ������ � ������ ����� � ������ or ��		�� � ����� resolution elements�

Atlas Start date Line� continuum Area Step size� Exposure
page ���� Wavelength� ���A �x��� time� �t�s
A�� �� January C iii ��� northeast ���� ����
A�� �� January C iii ��� northwest ���� ����
A�� �	 January C iii ��� southeast ���� ����
A�� �	 January C iii ��� southwest ���� ����
A�� �	 January C iii ��� full disk ���� ����
A�� � February Neviii ��� full disk ��		 ���
A�	 � February Neviii ��� northeast ��		 ���
A�� � February Neviii ��� northwest ��		 ���
A��� � February Neviii ��� southeast ��		 ���
A��� � February Neviii ��� southwest ��		 ���
A��� � February C iv ���	 northeast ��		 ����
A��� � February Cont ���� northeast ��		 ����
A��� � February C iv ���	 northwest ��		 ����
A��� � February Cont ���� northwest ��		 ����
A��� � February C iv ���	 southeast ��		 ����
A��� � February Cont ���� southeast ��		 ����
A��	 � February C iv ���	 southwest ��		 ����
A��� � February Cont ���� southwest ��		 ����
A��� � February C iv ���	 full disk ��		 ����
A��� � February Cont ���� full disk ��		 ����
A��� �� February O iv ��� northeast ���� ���
A��� �� February Cont 	��� 	�� northeast ���� ���
A��� �� February O iv ��� northwest ���� ���
A��� �� February Cont 	��� 	�� northwest ���� ���
A��� �� February O iv ��� southeast ���� ���
A��� �� February Cont 	��� 	�� southeast ���� ���
A��	 �� February O iv ��� southwest ���� ���
A��� �� February Cont 	��� 	�� southwest ���� ���
A��� �� February O iv ��� full disk ���� ���
A��� �� February Cont 	��� 	�� full disk ���� ���
A��� � March He i �	� northeast ���� ���
A��� � March Cont ���� northeast ���� ���
A��� � March He i �	� northwest ���� ���
A��� � March Cont ���� northwest ���� ���
A��� � March He i �	� southeast ���� ���
A��� � March Cont ���� southeast ���� ���
A��	 � March He i �	� southwest ���� ���
A��� � March Cont ���� southwest ���� ���
A��� � March He i �	� full disk ���� ���
A��� � March Cont ���� full disk ���� ���
A��� �� May H i ��� northeast ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� northeast ���� ���
A��� �� May H i ��� northwest ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� northwest ���� ���
A��� �� May H i ��� southeast ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� southeast ���� ���
A��	 �� May H i ��� southwest ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� southwest ���� ���
A��� �� May H i ��� full disk ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� full disk ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� northeast ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� northwest ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� southeast ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� southwest ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� full disk ���� ���
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��� Full�Sun Images with Reduced Resolution

This section of the atlas consists of six separate sets of images� of which the �rst �ve contain three simultaneously
recorded images each� and the last of a single image see Table ����� One image in both the �rst and the �fth sets was
recorded in the Li�like C iv ���	 �A line� a second in the B�like O iv �	� �A line� and the third in the Li�like Neviii ��� �A
line� The second and the third sets were recorded in the Li�like Nv ���	 �A line� the Be�like Ov ��� �A line� and in the
Si i ���� �A line� The fourth set was recorded again in the O iv �	� �A line� in the Mg�like Sv �	� �A line� and in the Fe ii
���� �A line� The last image in the group is the He i �	� �A line� The contribution temperatures of these lines are listed
in Table ���� The spatial resolution element is ����� � ����� for He i and ����� � ����� for the other lines� In the latter
cases� three detector pixels were binned together on board� All images were exposed in smear�step mode�

The images provide morphological information on plasma structures in roughly three di�erent domains� from ����� K
to � � ��� K� � � ��� K to � � ��� K� and � � ��� K to 	 � ��� K� Thus a comparison between the simultaneously
exposed Si i and the Nv or Ov images as well as between the Fe ii and the O iv or Sv images yields insight into the
relationship between the morphologies of the chromosphere and the transition�region plasma structures� On the other
hand� comparisons between simultaneously exposed Neviii and C iv or O iv images can clarify the relationship between
the morphologies of the upper transition�region plasma structures at � � ��� K to 	 � ��� K and those of the middle
transition region at temperatures of �� ��� K to �� ��� K�

Although the plasmas responsible for most of the emission in the C iv� Nv� O iv� Ov and Sv lines have approximately
the same temperatures� the opacities along the line of sight are vastly di�erent see Table ����� and therefore comparisons
between simultaneously recorded images can provide valuable information on the physical properties of the plasmas and�
in particular� on the line�of�sight dimensions of the unresolved �ne structures responsible for most of the emission�

The excitation energy of the He i line is signi�cantly larger than the temperature of the plasma from which the
helium line is emitted� as was mentioned before� This is not the case for the C iv� Nv� O iv and Ov lines� in which the
other images in this section were recorded� Thus a comparison between the properties of the images could shed light
on the magnitude of any temperature 
uctuations expected in various solar regions and� in particular in quiet�Sun and
coronal�hole regions�

Comparisons between the simultaneously exposed Neviii and C iv or between the O iv images in the vicinity of
regions of activity show the extent of morphological changes that result from the emergence of magnetic 
ux� This
phenomenon is most apparent in the images of � June that contain small regions of activity close to the centre of the
disk� Inspection of these images reveals that while the structures brighten on closed �eld lines of active regions� the
structures diminish in brightness in surrounding regions and primarily those along network boundaries�

Table ���� Full�Sun images with reduced resolution elements�

Atlas Start date Line� Wave� Step size� Binning� Exposure
page ���� length� ���A �x��� pixel time� �t�s
A��� � Junea C iv ���	 ��� � ���
A��	 � Junea O iv �	� ��� � ���
A��� � Junea Neviii ��� ��� � ���
A��� � Juneb Nv ���	 ��� � ���
A��� � Juneb Ov ��� ��� � ���
A��� � Juneb Si i ���� ��� � ���
A��� �� June Si i ���� ��� � ���
A��� �� June Nv ���	 ��� � ���
A��� �� June Ov ��� ��� � ���
A��� �� June Fe ii ���� ��� � ���
A��� �� June Sv �	� ��� � ���
A��	 �� June O iv �	� ��� � ���
A��� �� June O iv �	� ��� � ���
A��� �� June C iv ���	 ��� � ���
A��� �� June Neviii ��� ��� � ���
A��� �� June He i �	� ��� � ���

aObservations were performed between �
�� and ���� UTC�
bObservation time � June ���� UTC to � June ���� UTC�
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��� Synoptic Studies of the Sun in H i and Svi

This section of the atlas is intended to give a synoptic portrayal of the Sun in the H i ��� �A and Svi ��� �A lines� The
sequence began on �� March ���� and lasted until � October ����� during which time �� sets of H i and Svi images
were acquired Table ���� page A��� is intentionally left blank�� The Sun completed about seven rotations around its
axis during the ��� months ��� d� of observation� thus� on average� �ve sets of images were obtained during each solar
rotation�

The images provide a description of the long�term development of solar upper�atmosphere structures in both the
chromosphere and in the middle transition region� with an order of magnitude di�erence in the characteristic formation
temperatures of the emitted spectral lines� Although these observations were made at high resolution� the full�Sun
images are shown here at reduced resolution� with the exception of the data of �� and �� May ���� that have been
presented in Section ����

Table ���� A series of �� full�Sun images in Svi and H i Ly� with ������ � ����� or ����� � ����� spatial resolution elements
obtained in smear�step mode�

Atlas Start date Line� Wave� Step size� Exposure
page ���� length� ���A �x��� time� �t�s
A��� �� March H i ��� ���� ���
A��� �� March Svi ��� ���� ���
A��� � April H i ��� ���� ���
A��� � April Svi ��� ���� ���
A��	 � April H i ��� ���� ���
A��� � April Svi ��� ���� ���
A�	� �� April H i ��� ���� ���
A�	� �� April Svi ��� ���� ���
A�	� �	 April H i ��� ���� ���
A�	� �	 April Svi ��� ���� ���
A�	� �� April H i ��� ���� ���
A�	� �� April Svi ��� ���� ���
A�	� �� April H i ��� ���� ���
A�	� �� April Svi ��� ���� ���
A�		 � May H i ��� ���� ���
A�	� � May Svi ��� ���� ���
A��� 	 May H i ��� ���� ���
A��� 	 May Svi ��� ���� ���
A��� �� May H i ��� ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� ���� ���
A��� �� May H i ��� ���� ���
A��� �� May Svi ��� ���� ���
A��� �	 May H i ��� ���� ���
A��� �	 May Svi ��� ���� ���
A��	 � June H i ��� ���� ���
A��� � June Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� 	 June H i ��� ���� ���
A���� 	 June Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� June H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� June Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� June H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� June Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� � July H i ��� ���� ���
A���� � July Svi ��� ���� ���
A���	 � July H i ��� ���� ���
A���� � July Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� July H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� July Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� July H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� July Svi ��� ���� ���
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Table ���� Continuation of table from previous page

Atlas Start datea Line� Wave� Step size� Exposure
page ���� length� ���A �x��� time� �t�s
A���� �� July H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� July Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� July H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� July Svi ��� ���� ���
A���	 � August H i ��� ���� ���
A���� � August Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� � August H i ��� ���� ���
A���� � August Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� August H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� August Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� August H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� August Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� August H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� August Svi ��� ���� ���
A���	 �� August H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� August Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� � September H i ��� ���� ���
A���� � September Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� � September H i ��� ���� ���
A���� � September Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� September H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� September Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� �� September H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� September Svi ��� ���� ���
A���	 �� September H i ��� ���� ���
A���� �� September Svi ��� ���� ���
A���� � October H i ��� ���� ���
A���� � October Svi ��� ���� ���
a Images of �� September and later were obtained with detector B�

��� Whole�Sun Month Observations

This section of the atlas contains simultaneously recorded images in seven spectral lines and the continuum as listed in
Table ���� The lines selected for the observations are� C i ���� �A� Si ii ���� �A� S ii ���� �A� Nv ���	 �A� Ov ��� �A� Mgx
��� �A� and Fexii ���� �A� The continuum image was extracted from a part of the spectrum that is devoid of spectral
lines near ���� �A� The raster step size was ����� in normal�step mode� and the integration time at each step was �� s�

The images were recorded by SUMER between �� August and 	 September ����� and mostly represent the mor�
phology of the disk and corona in the north�east� north�west� south�east and south�west areas of the Sun� In addition�
they show the morphology of plasma structures in the vicinity of boundaries between an equatorial coronal hole CH�
and the surrounding quiet�Sun regions� The slight deformation of the limb see� for instance� p� A����� is caused by
imperfections of the scan process�

The Whole�Sun Month study cf� JOP ��� of SOHO� was designed to produce a coordinated set of observations
of large�scale� stable coronal structures� such as helmet streamers and polar coronal holes� These features can persist
for several rotations during solar minimum periods� Observations were acquired by the SOHO instruments CDS� EIT�
LASCO� UVCS� and MDI� in addition to the SUMER scans shown in this atlas� and by a number of ground�based
observatories�
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Table ���� Images of coronal�hole boundaries with ����� � ����� spatial resolution elements and �� s integration time
recorded as SUMER Whole�Sun Month observations� Images are in the lines Fexii ���� �A� Mgx ��� �A� Ov ��� �A� Nv
���	 �A with relatively high formation temperatures�� or S ii ���� �A� Si ii ���� �A� C i ���� �A� and in the continuum at
���� �A with lower formation or brightness temperatures��

Atlas Start date Line� Area
page ���� continuum
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH northeast
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH northeast
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH northwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH northwest
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH southeast
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH southeast
A���	 �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH southwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH southwest
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb southwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb southwest
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb southeast
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb southeast
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb northwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb northwest
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb northeast
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb northeast
A���	 �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH northwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH northwest
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH northeast
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH northeast
A���� �	 August Fe� Mg� O� N CH southwest
A���� �	 August S� Si� C� Cont CH southwest
A���� �	 August Fe� Mg� O� N CH southeast
A���� �	 August S� Si� C� Cont CH southeast
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb southwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb southwest
A���	 �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb southeast
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb southeast
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb northwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb northwest
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb northeast
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb northeast
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH northwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH northwest
A���� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH northeast
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH northeast
A���	 �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH southwest
A���� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH southwest
A��	� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH southeast
A��	� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH southeast
A��	� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N o��limb southwest
A��	� �� August S� Si� C� Cont o��limb southwest
A��	� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N Equatorial CH
A��	� �� August S� Si� C� Cont Equatorial CH
A��	� �� August Fe� Mg� O� N Equatorial CH
A��	� �� August S� Si� C� Cont Equatorial CH
A��		 �� August Fe� Mg� O� N CH northwest
A��	� �� August S� Si� C� Cont CH northwest
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Table ���� Continuation of table from previous page

Atlas Start date Line� Area
page ���� continuum
A���� � September Fe� Mg� O� N CH northeast
A���� � September S� Si� C� Cont CH northeast
A���� � September Fe� Mg� O� N CH southwest
A���� � September S� Si� C� Cont CH southwest
A���� � September Fe� Mg� O� N CH southeast
A���� � September S� Si� C� Cont CH southeast
A���� � September Fe� Mg� O� N CH southeast
A���� � September S� Si� C� Cont CH southeast
A���	 � September Fe� Mg� O� N Streamer northwest
A���� � September S� Si� C� Cont Streamer northwest
A���� � September Fe� Mg� O� N Streamer northeast
A���� � September S� Si� C� Cont Streamer northeast
A���� � September Fe� Mg� O� N CH northwest
A���� � September S� Si� C� Cont CH northwest
A���� 	 September Fe� Mg� O� N CH northeast
A���� 	 September S� Si� C� Cont CH northeast
A���� 	 September Fe� Mg� O� N CH southwest
A���� 	 September S� Si� C� Cont CH southwest
A���	 	 September Fe� Mg� O� N CH southeast
A���� 	 September S� Si� C� Cont CH southeast
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��� Equatorial Radiance Variations

Most of the solar images obtained in emission lines with formation temperatures from TF � ����� K to � ����� K are
characterized by the chromospheric network with its typical bright boundaries and dark internetwork regions� The ratio
of the radiances in these regimes is of great importance for the interpretation of the transition�region plasmas� In order
to provide a rough idea about this parameter� we present in Figures ��� and ��� radiances along the east�west diameter
of the solar disk for emission lines and two ranges of the continuum� The radiances are shown in instrumental units�
but calibration factors are provided for each observation� The diagrams also give an impression of the centre�to�limb
variations and the limb brightening e�ects� which are very pronounced in C iv� Nv� and Svi�

Figure ���� Variations of the line radiance� L� or spectral radiance� L�� across a diameter near the solar equator�
a� Radiance of the C iii ��� �A line� Calibration factors� C to get L in units of � W m�� sr��� and D to get L in photons
per second� square metre and steradian� b� Neviii ��� �A line� c� C iv ���	 �A line� d� Spectral radiance at ���� �A�
Calibration factors� A to get L� in units of � W m�� sr�� �A��� and B to get L� in photons per second� square metre�
steradian� and �angstr%m� e� Spectral radiance at 	�� �A� f� O iv ��� �A line� g� He i �	� �A line�
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Figure ���� Variations of line radiance� L� across a diameter near the solar equator in the a� H i ��� �A line� b� Svi
��� �A line� c� Nv ���	 �A line� d� Si i ���� �A line� e� Ov ��� �A line� f� Fe ii ���� �A line� and g� Sv �	� �A line�
The data in panels c� to g� had been binned on board see Table ���� and� therefore� had to be divided by a factor of
three here to conform with the title of the ordinate� Calibration factors are de�ned according to Figure ����
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��� Emission�line and Spectral Irradiances

The full�Sun images can also be integrated to provide a measure of the irradiances in the observed emission lines or the
spectral irradiances for certain windows of the continuum� This procedure involves complicated calculations in terms
of counting�rate corrections and radiometric calibration and has been perfected over the years� We thus provide in
Tables ��� to ��� the latest updates of the SUMER irradiance data� The irradiances are given for a solar distance of � ua
astronomical unit�� A comparison with previously published values Wilhelm et al�� ���	� ����b� ����� ����� reveals
that both the counting rates and the calibration factors are now very stable� The high relative uncertainty estimates
given for some of the lines mainly stem from the very conservative radiometric calibration uncertainties of SUMER
and not from the counting�rate evaluation� A direct comparison with SOLSTICE on UARS showed that SOLSTICE
measured in Nv ���	 �A a factor of ���� more than SUMER� and in C iv ���	 �A a factor of ���� Wilhelm et al�� ����a��
With the latest SUMER calibration� we even get a factor of ���� for C iv Wilhelm et al�� ������

The continuum at ���� �A contains a signi�cant contribution of the H i Lyman continuum in second order� The
estimate in Table ��� has been obtained with Figure ���� of Wilhelm et al� ������

It should be mentioned that not only the full�Sun images of SUMER have been used to calculate solar irradiances� but
also the measurements made during SOHO roll man!uvres� which allowed us to obtain an estimate of the centre�to�limb
radiance variations of many spectral lines� too Dammasch et al�� ����a��

Table ���� Irradiance� E� of emission lines from images with full spatial resolution�

Spectral line He i Neviii O iv Svi H i Ly� Svi C iii C iv
Wavelength� ���A �	�a ���a ��� ��� ��� ���b ��� ���	
Exposure time� �t�s ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����
Angular step width� �x��� ���� ��		 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��		
Photocathode bare bare bare KBr KBr KBr bare KBr
Spectral window in pixelc �� t� �� t� �� i� �� s� �� s� �� s� �� t� �� t�
Date in ���� � Mar � Feb �� Feb �� May �� May �� May �	 Jan � Feb
Solar radius from SOHO d� R��

�� ��	 �	� ��� ��� ��� ��� �	� �	�
Fluxe
 F�	�����

��� W m�� Hz��� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Counting ratef � Nc���

� s��� ����� �	��� �	��� ����� ���	� ����	 ����� ���	�
Line irradiance� E��W m��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��	� ��� 	���
in photons� E����� s��m��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��		� ���� ����

Relative standard uncertainty� ur�$ �� �� �� �� �� �	 �	 ��

aObserved in second order of di�raction�
bBlended with Siviii �see Figure ���d��
c�t� spectral pixels telemetered to ground� �i� spectral pixels integrated on board� �s� estimated continuum level subtracted�
dSeen from Earth	 the radius is smaller by a factor of �����
eSolar Indices Bulletin �NGDC��
fFull�Sun rate�
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Table ���� Spectral irradiance� E�� of continua from images with full spatial resolution�

Continuum wavelength� ���A 	���	�� ���� ����
Exposure time� �t�s ���� ���� ����
Angular step width� �x��� ���� ���� ��		
Photocathode KBr bare KBr
Spectral window in pixela �� i� �� t� �� t�
Date in ���� �� Feb � Mar � Feb
Solar radius from SOHO� R��

�� ��� ��	 �	�
Flux� F�	�����

��� W m�� Hz��� ���� ���	 ����

Counting rateb� Nc���
� s���A

��
� ���	� ����� �����c

Spectral irradiance� E���W m���A
��
� ���� ���� 	���d

in photons� E����
�� s��m���A

��
� ����� ����� ��	�d

a�t� spectral pixels telemetered to ground� �i� spectral pixels integrated on board�
bFull�Sun rate�
cThe fractional contribution of the H i Lyman continuum in second order is � �� ��
dCorrected for Lyman�continuum contribution�

Table ��	� Irradiance of lines observed in �rst order from images with reduced spatial resolution and �� spectral pixels
integrated on board�

Spectral line Nv Nv Si i Si i C iv C iv Fe ii
Wavelength� ���A ���	 ���	 ���� ���� ���	 ���	 ����
Exposure time� �t�s ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Angular step width� �x��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Photocathode bare bare KBr KBr KBr KBr KBr
Date in ���� � Jun �� Jun � Jun �� Jun � Jun �� Jun �� Jun
Solar radius from SOHO� R��

�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
Counting rate� Nc���

� s��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ��		�
Line irradiance� E��W m��� ���� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���� 	���
in photons� E����� s��m��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �	�� ����

Table ���� Irradiance of lines observed in second order from images with reduced spatial resolution and �� spectral pixels
integrated on board�

Spectral line He i Ov Ov Neviii Neviii Sv O iv O iv O iv

Wavelength� ���A �	� ��� ��� ��� ��� �	� �	� �	� �	�
Exposure time� �t�s ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Angular step width� �x��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Photocathode bare KBr KBr bare bare KBr bare KBr bare
Date in ���� �� Jun �� Jun �� Jun �� Jun �� Jun �� Jun �� Jun �� Jun �� Jun
Solar radius from SOHO� R��

�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
Counting rate� Nc���

� s��� ����� ����� ����� ����	 ����� ����� ����	 ����� �����
Line irradiance� E��W m��� ���� ���� ���� ��	� ���� ���� ���	 ���� ����
in photons� E����� s��m��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
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Summary

During the �rst year of SOHO operations and later in ����� SUMER acquired several thousand images of the solar
upper atmosphere� This atlas of �Images of the Solar Upper Atmosphere from SUMER on SOHO� includes most of the
full�Sun images that SUMER recorded and the majority of its images acquired during the Whole�Sun Month campaign�
With the exception of a small number of images previously discussed in the literature Wilhelm et al�� ����c� ���	�
Hollandt et al�� ���	� Wilhelm� ����a� b� Dammasch et al�� ����c� Feldman� Widing " Warren� ����� Wilhelm et al��
����b� Feldman� Dammasch " Wilhelm� ����� Wilhelm� ������ the atlas is the �rst publication displaying the collection
of full�Sun and Whole�Sun Month images of SUMER� Many more images depicting smaller areas of the Sun are available�
but could not be included here�

One of our main tasks while selecting the atlas format has been the implementation of our desire to maintain the
high spatial resolution that SUMER achieved� In particular we hope that people with average vision will be able to
see the �nest details of the plasma structures that SUMER can resolve� Thus the page size has been chosen such that
the �nest resolution element in the images corresponds to approximately ��� �m in this atlas� For the eleven full�Sun
images of the group discussed in Section ���� this means that individual rasters in full resolution had to be displayed
in addition to the composites showing the full Sun in reduced resolution� In Section ���� the individual strips are also
displayed in full resolution for the Whole�Sun Month� The H i ��� �A� Svi ��� �A� and Svi ��� �A images of the synoptic
study were acquired with spatial resolution elements of ������ � ������ or ������ � ������� In order to limit the atlas
to a manageable size� we chose to present one set of the H i and Svi images in full resolution as part of the images
described in Section ���� The remaining images of the synoptic study are displayed in reduced resolution as discussed
in Section ����

The images in the atlas were recorded in spectral lines or in continuum radiation emitted by plasmas spanning the
electron temperature domain from ����� K to ������� K� Some of the images were recorded simultaneously in radiation
emitted by plasmas of di�erent temperatures� Due to substantial di�erences of the plasma properties from which the
radiation originated� the atlas provides a unique source for studying many aspects of the solar upper atmosphere� just
to mention a few�

� Morphologies of the plasma structures in quiet�Sun� coronal�hole and active regions�

� Morphologies of plasma structures located in interface regions between quiet�Sun� coronal�hole� and active regions�

� Di�erences in shapes and brightness of structures located in network boundaries and internetwork areas�

� The in
uence of active�region magnetic �elds on neighbouring quiet�Sun and coronal�hole regions�

� Lifetimes of solar upper�atmospheric structures�

� Large�scale morphological variations in the solar upper atmosphere occurring over several solar rotations�

� Morphologies of spicules� macrospicules� �laments� and prominences�

� Morphologies and lifetimes of bright points and other small and unusually bright structures�

Not treated here are spectroscopic studies of the plasma dynamics in the solar upper atmosphere with the help of
SUMER line�shift and line�broadening measurements� A complete and up�to�date list of SUMER�related publications
covering all aspects that have been investigated can be found at
http���www�linmpi�mpg�de�english�projekte�sumer�text�papers�txt�

��
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